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canvas skin below to drop to a frightful death. Omdal rode on the
keel to be quickly available if an engine misbehaved.
Besides Amundsen and Riiser-Larsen, the Norwegians were:
Horgen and Wisting, helmsmen; Gottwaldt and Fritz Strom-
Johnson, radio-men; Ramm, journalist, and Malmgren.
Lieutenant Horgen, the reader may remember, was our reserve
pilot in 1925. When Dietrichson was unavailable for the Norge
voyage, Horgen got the place. Oscar Wisting had been with
Amundsen on many expeditions. I have already noted that he was
one who accompanied Amundsen on the overland dash to the South
Pole. Strom-Johnson was the radio operator on the Heimdal.
Olonkin, who had been "Sparks" on the Maud and was originally
engaged as assistant to Gottwaldt, flew up from. Rome on the Norge,
but at Kings Bay developed an abscess of the ear. Strom-Johnson
volunteered to serve in his place. Frederick Ramm was also a
veteran of our 1925 expedition, having been the reporter who
covered the news of it from Kings Bay for the Norwegian Press.
Now he was in faeNorge as correspondent for the New YorkTw»<?,f,
sending his dispatches to Oslo, whence they were forwarded to
America. His message from 90° N. was the first news dispatch
ever printed containing the words "The North Pole" in the date
line.
Oscar Wisting needs more than a single line of description, since
he was another "character" of the North—a more remarkable one
than Malmgren. He was the master of the Maud when Amundsen
negotiated the north-east passage in that vessel, and afterwards he
continued on with Dr. Sverdrup in his explorations. At the end of
1925 Wisting, though he was married, had been away from home
seven years, much of that time drifting in the Arctic.
Finally, the Maud got back and Wisting went home at last. At
his house he found a telegram from Riiser-Larsen asking him to
come to Rome and join the Norge crew. Wisting obeyed. After
seven years of voyaging, he saw his family only one day and then
was off for another year of it.
He was the most bashful man I ever knew. He had great diffi-
culty in speaking even to his friends, and before a stranger he
turned into a mute. There was a story about him—perhaps only a
legend—that he received a medal from the King of Norway sitting

